METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CATEGORY-BASED CLUSTERING USING PHOTOGRAPHIC REGION TEMPLATES OF DIGITAL PHOTO

A clustering method and apparatus using region division templates are provided. The method includes: dividing a photo into regions by using region division templates; modeling a semantic concept included in a divided region; when it is assumed that a measured value indicating the degree that the image of the region includes a semantic concept corresponding to the region is a confidence degree, merging the semantic concepts of respective regions with respect to the confidence degree of the local meaning measured from the modeling; modeling a global semantic concept included in the photo by using a final local semantic concept determined after the merging; and determining one or more categories included in the input photo according to the confidence degree of the global semantic concept measured from the modeling. According to the method and apparatus, in order to more reliably extract semantic concepts included in a photo, multiple content-based feature values are extracted from region images divided by using region division templates, and the confidence degree of an input image in relation to the local semantic concept defined by using the feature values is measured. With respect to the confidence degree, the local semantic concepts of the photo are merged and a more reliable local semantic concept is extracted. By using the merged local semantic concept, the confidence degree of a global semantic concept is measured, and according to the confidence, multiple category concepts included in the input photo are extracted. By doing so, photo data can be quickly and effectively used to generate an album.
For two-letter codes and other abbreviations, refer to the "Guidance Notes on Codes and Abbreviations" appearing at the beginning of each regular issue of the PCT Gazette.
Description

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CATEGORY-BASED CLUSTERING USING PHOTOGRAPHIC REGION TEMPLATES OF DIGITAL PHOTO

Technical Field

The present invention relates to a digital photo album, and more particularly, to a category-based photo clustering method and apparatus using region division templates.

Background Art

An ordinary digital photo album is used to transfer photos taken by a user from a digital camera or a memory card to a local storage apparatus of the user and to manage the photos in a computer. Generally, by using the photo album, users want to index many photos in a time series or in photo categories arbitrarily made by the users and browse the photos according to the index, or share the photos with other users.

In the process, a function for automatically clustering photos based on the categories included in the photos is one of major functions of a photo album. The categorization reduces the range of searching in a process of retrieving a photo desired by a user, such that the accuracy of the searching as well as the searching speed can be improved. Furthermore, by automatically classifying photos into categories desired by the user, management by the user of a large volume of photos in an album is made to be easier.

Most of the conventional categorization methods are based on text, and by using meta data specified one by one in text by a user, photos are categorized. However, the text-based method is not useful in that if the amount of photos is large, it is almost impossible for a user to specify all category information of the photos one by one, and text information is not effective in describing the semantic concepts of photos. Accordingly, a method of categorizing multimedia contents, by using content-based features, such as colors, shapes, and texture, extracted based on the contents of photos can be suggested.

To date, in order to cluster photos by using content-based features of photo images many researches have been performed. However, since a variety of semantic concepts are included in photos, automatic extraction of multiple semantic concepts is still a very difficult subject of research. As a means to solve this problem, researches of extracting major objects in a photo (image) and according to the semantic concepts of the objects, indexing or categorizing photos have been performed. Since extracting a variety of semantic concepts included in a photo is very difficult, only major semantic concepts included in the photo are extracted in this method.
Among them, the subject of the researches that have been performed mainly is extracting main subjects among semantic objects included in a photo and identifying and indexing the object, as in a method for automatic determination of main subjects in photographic images (Eastman Kodak Company) by Jiebo Luo. That is, in the categorizing of photos, research on segmentation of objects included in a photo and research on indexing or categorizing the segmented object have been performed.

However, as described above, in most cases a lot of semantic concepts are included in a photo image such that the categorization by extraction of the main subject results in loss of the other semantic concepts.

**Disclosure of Invention**

**Technical Problem**

Generally, a photo can be divided into a foreground and a background. In categorization of photo data, the semantic concept included in the foreground is important but the semantic concept included in the background is also important.

Accordingly, as a method of categorizing photo data, a method of extracting a variety of semantic concepts included in a photo by considering both the concepts of the foreground and the background, rather than the method of segmenting objects, is needed.

As a method of extracting a variety of semantic concepts from a photo, there is a method of dividing an image into smaller regions and extracting a semantic concept from each divided region. Division of an image into smaller regions has an advantage of easiness to extract a single semantic concept, but if the area of the divided image is too small, it may become difficult to extract even a single semantic concept. That is, it is not easy to determine a size by which an image is to be divided. Accordingly, an effective method of dividing an image to extract a variety of semantic concepts of a photo and a method of extracting an accurate semantic concept from a divided image are necessarily needed.

**Technical Solution**

The present invention provides a category-based clustering method and system of a digital photo album capable of extracting a variety of semantic concepts included in a photo based on content-based features of a photo and automatically classifying photos into a variety of categories.

The present invention also provides a category-based clustering method and apparatus using region division templates by which photo data is effectively divided into regions, and the semantic concept of each of the divided region is extracted, and through efficient merging of local semantic concepts in order to find the global meaning of the photo, the semantic concept included in the photo is categorized.
According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided a clustering method of a digital photo album using region division templates, the method including: dividing a photo into regions by using region division templates; modeling a semantic concept included in a divided region; when it is assumed that a measured value indicating the degree that the image of the region includes a semantic concept corresponding to the region is a confidence degree, merging the semantic concepts of respective regions with respect to the confidence degree of the local meaning measured from the modeling; modeling a global semantic concept included in the photo by using a final local semantic concept determined after the merging; and determining one or more categories included in the input photo according to the confidence degree of the global semantic concept measured from the modeling.

The region division templates in the modeling of the semantic concept may be expressed by the following equations:

\[
\mathcal{T}(1) = \left[ \frac{w}{4} , \frac{h}{4} , \frac{3w}{4} , \frac{3h}{4} \right], \quad \mathcal{T}(2) = \left[ 0,0, \frac{w}{2} , \frac{h}{2} \right], \quad \mathcal{T}(3) = \left[ \frac{w}{2} , 0, \frac{w}{2} , \frac{h}{2} \right], \quad \mathcal{T}(5) = \left[ \frac{w}{2} , \frac{h}{2} , \frac{w}{2} , \frac{h}{2} \right],
\]

\[
\mathcal{T}(6) = \left[ 0,0, \frac{h}{2} \right], \quad \mathcal{T}(7) = \left[ \frac{w}{2} , 0, \frac{h}{2} , \frac{h}{2} \right], \quad \mathcal{T}(8) = \left[ 0,0, \frac{w}{2} , \frac{h}{2} \right], \quad \mathcal{T}(9) = \left[ \frac{w}{2} , 0, \frac{w}{2} , \frac{h}{2} \right]
\]

\[
\mathcal{T}(10) = \left\{ \emptyset, \emptyset, \frac{w}{2} , \frac{h}{2} \right\}
\]

where \( T \) is the template of a photo, \( w \) is the length of the width of the photo, and \( h \) is the length of the height of the photo.

In the modeling of the semantic concept, the semantic concept may be modeled by extracting content-based feature values of the photo. The content-based feature values may include color, texture, and shape information of an image. In the modeling of the semantic concept the semantic concept may be composed of an item (L entity) indicating the entity of a semantic concept included in a photo and an item (Lattribute) indicating the attribute of the entity of the semantic concept. The semantic concept modeling may be modeling of the entity concept and the attribute concept of a divided region.

In the modeling of the semantic concept, modeling of the local concepts of the input photo in which regions are divided may be performed by using a support vector machine (SVM). In the merging of the semantic concepts of respective regions, the confidence degree of each local semantic concept may be measured by using one SVM for each defined local semantic concept.
In the merging of the semantic concepts of respective regions, based on the confidence degrees of local concepts allocated to 10 regions divided by using the region division templates, local concept confidence degrees of 5 basic regions may be merged according to the following equation:

\[ C'_{L}(R(1)) = \max \left\{ C_L(T) \mid T \in \{ T(1), T(10) \} \right\}, \]

\[ C'_{L}(R(2)) = \max \left\{ C_L(T) \mid T \in \{ T(2), T(6), T(8), T(10) \} \right\}, \]

\[ C'_{L}(R(3)) = \max \left\{ C_L(T) \mid T \in \{ T(3), T(6), T(9), T(10) \} \right\}, \]

\[ C'_{L}(R(4)) = \max \left\{ C_L(T) \mid T \in \{ T(4), T(7), T(8), T(10) \} \right\}, \]

\[ C'_{L}(R(5)) = \max \left\{ C_L(T) \mid T \in \{ T(5), T(7), T(9), T(10) \} \right\}. \]

where T(1), T(2), T(3), T(4), and T(5) indicate basic regions to which final local semantic concepts are allocated, and \( C' \) is the confidence degree vector of a region.

The confidence degree \( C'_{local} \) of the local concept obtained after the merging may be expressed as the following expression:

\[ C'_{local} = \left\{ C'_{local}(T(1)), C'_{local}(T(2)), C'_{local}(T(3)), C'_{local}(T(4)), C'_{local}(T(5)) \right\}. \]

where, \( C'_{local}(T) \) is the vector of a confidence degree set in relation to semantic concept \( L_{local} \) merged in divided region T. In the modeling of the global semantic concept the global concept of the input photo I in which regions are divided may be modeled by using an SVM. By using the confidence degree of a local concept as an input, the confidence degree of a global concept may be measured.

In the determining of the categories a global semantic concept having a highest confidence degree value among the confidence degrees of the global semantic concepts measured from the modeled global semantic concept may be determined as the category of the photo. In the determining of the categories global semantic concepts having confidence degree values greater than a predetermined threshold value, among the confidence degrees of the global semantic concepts measured from the modeled global semantic concept may be determined as the categories of the photo.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a clustering
apparatus of a digital photo album using region division templates, the apparatus including: a region division unit dividing a photo into regions by using region division templates; a local semantic concept modeling unit modeling a semantic concept included in a divided region; a local semantic concept merging unit, when it is assumed that a measured value indicating the degree that the image of the region includes a semantic concept corresponding to the region is a confidence degree, merging the semantic concepts of respective regions with respect to the confidence degree of the local meaning measured from the modeling; a global semantic concept modeling unit modeling a global semantic concept included in the photo by using a final local semantic concept determined after the merging; and a category determination unit determining one or more categories included in the input photo according to the confidence degree of the global semantic concept measured from the modeling.

[28] The apparatus may further include a photo input unit receiving an input of photo data for category-based clustering.

[29] The local semantic concept modeling unit may model the semantic concept by extracting content-based feature values of the photo, and the content-based feature values may include color, texture, and shape information of an image. The local semantic concept may be composed of an item (L entity) indicating the entity of a semantic concept included in a photo and an item (L attribute) indicating the attribute of the entity of the semantic concept.

[30] In the semantic concept modeling of the local semantic concept modeling unit, modeling of the local concepts of the input photo in which regions are divided may be performed by using a support vector machine (SVM). In the measuring of a confidence degree by the local semantic concept merging unit, the confidence degree of each local semantic concept may be measured by using one SVM for each defined local semantic concept.

[31] According to still another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a computer readable recording medium having embodied thereon a computer program for executing the methods.

**Advantageous Effects**

[32] According to the category-based clustering method and apparatus for a digital photo album according to the present invention, by using together user preference and content-based feature value information, such as color, texture, and shape, from the contents of photos, as well as information that can be basically obtained from photos, such as camera information and file information stored in a camera, a large volume of photos are effectively categorized such that an album can be fast and effectively generated with photo data.
Description of Drawings

[33] The above and other features and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent by describing in detail exemplary embodiments thereof with reference to the attached drawings in which:

[34] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a structure of a photo clustering system using region division templates according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[35] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a photo clustering method using region division templates according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[36] FIG. 3 illustrates region division templates according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[37] FIG. 4 illustrates an example of dividing a photo according to region division templates according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[38] FIG. 5 illustrates an example of entity concepts and attribute concepts of a divided region according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[39] FIG. 6 illustrates a local concept modeling in more detail according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[40] FIG. 7 illustrates an operation of grouping regions that are the objects of concept merging performed in a local semantic concept merging unit according to an embodiment of the present invention; and

[41] FIG. 8 is a relational block diagram illustrating category-based clustering process of a digital photo album according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Mode for Invention

[42] The present invention will now be described more fully with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which exemplary embodiments of the invention are shown.

[43] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a structure of a photo clustering system using region division templates according to an embodiment of the present invention. The photo clustering system includes a region division unit 110, a local semantic concept modeling unit 120, a local semantic concept merging unit 130, a global semantic concept modeling unit 140, and a category determination unit 150. The photo clustering system may further include a photo input unit 100.

[44] The photo input unit 100 receives an input of photo data for category-based clustering. For example, a photo stream is input from an internal memory apparatus of a digital camera or a portable memory apparatus. The photo data is based on ordinary still image data. The format of the photo data includes an image data format, such as joint photographic experts group (JPEG), TIFF and RAW formats. However, the format of the photo data is not limited to these examples.

[45] The region division unit 110 divides a photo into regions by using region division
templates.

[46] The local semantic concept modeling unit 120 models a semantic concept included in the divided region and uses a local concept support vector machine (SVM) 160.

[47] When it is assumed that a measured value indicating the degree that the image of the region includes a semantic concept corresponding to the region is a confidence degree, the local semantic concept merging unit 130 merges the semantic concepts of respective regions with respect to the confidence degree of the local meaning measured from the modeling.

[48] The global semantic concept modeling unit 140 models a global semantic concept included in the photo by using the final local semantic concept determined through the merging, and uses a global concept SVM 170.

[49] The category determination unit 150 determines one or more categories included in the input photo according to the confidence degree of the global semantic concept measured from the global semantic concept modeling.

[50] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a photo clustering method using region division templates according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, the photo clustering method using region division templates and the operation of the system for the method according to an embodiment of the present invention will now be explained.

[51] A photo stream from an internal memory apparatus of a digital camera or a portable memory apparatus is input in operation 200. The input photo is divided first, by using region division templates in operation 210. FIG. 3 illustrates region division templates according to an embodiment of the present invention. The present invention includes division of a photo with 10 base templates as shown in FIG. 3. The 10 region division base templates are expressed as the following equation 1:

\[ T = \{ T(t) \ | \ t \in \mathbb{R} \} \]

.......(1)

where \( T(t) \) is a \( t \)-th region division template.

[52] If the input photo \( I \) has dimensions of width \( w \) and length \( h \), the coordinates of each of the region division templates are expressed as the following equation 2:

\[ T(t) = \{ \text{left}(t), \text{top}(t), \text{right}(t), \text{bottom}(t) \} \]
where left(t) is the x coordinate of the left side of the t-th template, top(t) is the y coordinate of the top side of the t-th template, right (t) is the x coordinate of the right side of the t-th template, and bottom (t) is the y coordinate of the bottom side of the t-th template. According to the equation 2, the coordinates of each of the templates are as the following equations 3:

\[
\mathcal{T}(1) = \left[ \frac{\omega}{4}, \frac{\omega}{4}, \frac{3\omega}{4}, \frac{3\omega}{4} \right], \quad \mathcal{T}(2) = \left[ 0, 0, \frac{\omega}{2}, \frac{\omega}{2} \right], \quad \mathcal{T}(3) = \left[ \frac{\omega}{2}, 0, \frac{\omega}{2}, \frac{\omega}{2} \right], \quad \mathcal{T}(5) = \left[ \frac{\omega}{2}, \frac{\omega}{2}, \frac{\omega}{2}, \frac{\omega}{2} \right],
\]

\[
\mathcal{T}(6) = \left[ 0, 0, \frac{\omega}{2}, \frac{\omega}{2} \right], \quad \mathcal{T}(7) = \left[ 0, \frac{\omega}{2}, \frac{\omega}{2}, \frac{\omega}{2} \right], \quad \mathcal{T}(8) = \left[ 0, 0, \frac{\omega}{2}, \frac{\omega}{2} \right], \quad \mathcal{T}(9) = \left[ \frac{\omega}{2}, 0, \frac{\omega}{2}, \frac{\omega}{2} \right]
\]

\[
\mathcal{T}(10) = \left\{ \mathcal{T} \mid \mathcal{T} \in \mathcal{T} \right\}
\]

The input photo I divided according to the region division templates is expressed as the following equation 4:

\[
\mathcal{I} = \left\{ \mathcal{I}(\mathcal{T}) \mid \mathcal{T} \in \mathcal{T} \right\}
\]

FIG. 4 illustrates an example of dividing a photo performed in the region division unit 110. It can be seen that a local semantic concept is included in each of the divided regions. For example, in case of the first photo, it can be seen that sky is included on the top, riverside is included on the bottom left corner, and a lawn is included on the bottom right corner. That is, semantic concept information included in the photo is well expressed.

Next, multiple content-based features are extracted from each of the divided regions and a local semantic concept is modeled in operation 220. The used multiple content-based features are expressed as the following equation 5:
\[ F = \left\{ F(f') \mid f' \in \mathcal{N}_f \right\} \]

......(5)

where \( \mathcal{N}_f \) is the number of user feature values. The present invention includes a method of extracting content-based feature values using color, texture, and shape information of an image as basic features, and basically includes a method of extracting feature values by using an MPEG-7 descriptor. However, the method of extracting the content-based feature values is not limited to the MPEG-7 descriptor.

The multiple content-based feature values extracted from a region divided by template \( T \) is expressed as the following equation 6:

\[ F_T = \left\{ F_T(f') \mid f' \in \mathcal{N}_f \right\} \]

......(6)

Based on the given region-based feature values, a local semantic concept included in each of the divided regions is modeled.

For this, first, local semantic concepts that can be included in a target category of category-based clustering are defined.

A local semantic concept, \( \mathbf{L}_{\text{local}} \), is composed of \( \mathbf{L}_{\text{entity}} \) that is an item indicating the entity of a semantic concept included in a photo and \( \mathbf{L}_{\text{attribute}} \) that is an item indicating the attribute of the entity of a semantic concept. FIG. 5 is a table showing a local concept with the entity concept of a divided region and an attribute concept expressing the attribute of the entity concept according to an embodiment of the present invention.

\( \mathbf{L}_{\text{entity}} \) that is an item indicating the entity of a semantic concept is expressed as the following equation 7:

\[ \mathbf{L}_{\text{entity}} = \left\{ L_{\text{entity}}(e) \mid e \in \mathcal{N}_e \right\} \]

......(7)

where \( \mathbf{L}_{\text{entity}} \) is an e-th entity semantic concept, and \( \mathcal{N}_e \) is the number of defined entity semantic concepts.
Lattribute that is an item indicating the attribute of a semantic concept is expressed as the following equation 8:

\[ \mathbf{L}_{\text{attribute}} = \left\{ \mathbf{L}_{\text{attribute}} (\bar{a}) \mid \bar{a} \in \mathbf{N}_a \right\} \]

......(8)

where \( \mathbf{L}_{\text{attribute}} (a) \) is an a-th attribute semantic concept, and \( \mathbf{N}_a \) is the number of defined attribute semantic concepts.

The local semantic concept \( \mathbf{L}_{\text{local}} \) is expressed as the following equation 9:

\[ \mathbf{L}_{\text{local}} = \{ \mathbf{L}_{\text{entry}}, \mathbf{L}_{\text{attribute}} \} = \{ \mathbf{L}(l) \mid l \in (\mathbf{N}_e + \mathbf{N}_a) \} \]

......(9)

where \( \mathbf{L}(l) \) is an l-th semantic concept, and can be an entity semantic concept or an attribute semantic concept.

Next, based on the local semantic concepts described as above, training sample image having respective local semantic concepts are collected. The content-based feature values are extracted from the collected images and the extracted feature values are trained by using a support vector machine (SVM).

\( \text{SVM}_{\text{local}} \) trained in relation to each of the local semantic concepts is expressed as the following equation 10:

\[ \text{SVM}_{\text{local}} = \left\{ \text{SVM}_L (\mathbf{F}) \mid \mathbf{L} \in \mathbf{L}_{\text{local}} \right\} \]

......(10)

where SVM_\( L \) is an SVM trained for semantic concept \( L \). As the input of the SVM local, the content-based feature value vector \( \mathbf{F} \) described above is input.

Next, by using the trained SVM_{local}, a local concept of the input photo I in which regions are divided is modeled. That is, the input photo I is divided into regions
according to the method described above and the divided region images are modeled by using the trained SVMlocal. The modeling of the local concept includes a process of inputting the content-based feature values extracted from the divided region images, into the SVML of semantic concept L and extracting the confidence degree of the semantic concept.

FIG. 6 illustrates the local concept modeling of the operation 220 in more detail according to an embodiment of the present invention. That is, the local concept modeling includes a local entity concept modeling in operation 600 and a local attribute concept modeling in operation 650.

The confidence degree of a semantic concept in relation to divided region T can be obtained according to the following equation 11:

\[ C_L(T) = SVM_L(F_T) \]

\[ \ldots (11) \]

where \( F_T \) is a content-based feature value vector of divided region T, and \( C_L(T) \) is the confidence degree of semantic concept L of the divided region T. The confidence degree is a measured value on how much a divided region image include a semantic concept corresponding to the region.

A confidence degree vector obtained by performing SVMs of all defined local semantic concepts is expressed according to the following equation 12:

\[ C_{local}(T) = \{ C_L(T) = SVM_L(F_T) | L \in L_{local} \} \]

\[ \ldots (12) \]

where \( C_{local}(T) \) is a confidence degree vector of each of all local semantic concepts modeled in relation to divided region T.

As a result, the confidence degree of the local semantic concept in relation to 10 divided regions can be obtained and the confidence degree vector of the local semantic concept obtained in relation to the 10 divided regions is expressed as the following equation 13:
\[ C_{\text{local}} = \{ C_{\text{local}}(T|T \in T) \}_{n=1}^{10} = \{ C_{\text{local}}(T(1)), C_{\text{local}}(T(2)), C_{\text{local}}(T(3)), \ldots, C_{\text{local}}(T(10)) \}_{n=1}^{10} \]

... (13)

The defined division regions include regions spatially overlapping each other. That is, divided region T(1) overlaps T(10); T(2) overlaps T(6), T(8), and T(10); T(3) overlaps T(6), T(9), and T(10); T(4) overlaps T(7), T(8), and T(10); and finally, T(5) overlaps T(7), T(9), and T(10). Accordingly, a total of five overlapping region groups exist. In the present invention, in order to extract a more reliable local semantic concept, a process of merging the confidence degrees of the local concepts of the overlapping region groups is included in operation 230.

In the present invention, as the method of merging the semantic concepts of the overlapping region groups, included is a method by which divided regions T(1) and T(10) are merged into T(1); T(2), T(6), T(8), and T(10) are merged into T(2); T(3), T(6), T(9), and T(10) are merged into T(3); T(4), T(7), T(8), and T(10) are merged into T(4); and T(5), T(7), T(9), and T(10) are merged into T(5). The local semantic concept merging process includes a process of allocating a highest confidence degree value among semantic concepts allocated to divided regions belonging to each divided region group, to a corresponding merging region.

FIG. 7 illustrates an operation of grouping regions that are the objects of local concept merging performed in the local semantic concept merging unit 130 according to an embodiment of the present invention. The local semantic concept merging process is expressed as the following equation 14:
\[ C'_{\mathbb{L}} (T(1)) = \max \left\{ C_{\mathbb{L}} (T) \mid T \in \{ T(1), T(10) \} \right\}, \]
\[ C'_{\mathbb{L}} (T(2)) = \max \left\{ C_{\mathbb{L}} (T) \mid T \in \{ T(2), T(6), T(8), T(10) \} \right\}, \]
\[ C'_{\mathbb{L}} (T(3)) = \max \left\{ C_{\mathbb{L}} (T) \mid T \in \{ T(3), T(6), T(9), T(10) \} \right\}, \]
\[ C'_{\mathbb{L}} (T(4)) = \max \left\{ C_{\mathbb{L}} (T) \mid T \in \{ T(4), T(7), T(8), T(10) \} \right\}, \]
\[ C'_{\mathbb{L}} (T(5)) = \max \left\{ C_{\mathbb{L}} (T) \mid T \in \{ T(5), T(7), T(9), T(10) \} \right\} \]

\[ \ldots \quad (14) \]

[122] As a result, T(1), T(2), T(3), T(4), and T(5) are determined as final divided regions, and the confidence degree \( C'_{\text{local}} \) of the local semantic concept allocated to each divided region is expressed as the following equation 15:

[123]

[124]

[125]

\[ C'_{\text{local}} = \{ C'_{\text{local}} (T(1)), C'_{\text{local}} (T(2)), C'_{\text{local}} (T(3)), C'_{\text{local}} (T(4)), C'_{\text{local}} (T(5)) \} \]

\[ \ldots \quad (15) \]

[126] where, each \( C'_{\text{local}} (T) \) is the vector of a confidence degree set in relation to semantic concept \( I_{\text{local}} \) determined in divided region \( T \).

[127] Next, based on the confidence degree of the local semantic concept measured as described above, a global semantic concept, that is, a category concept, included in the input photo I is modeled in operation 240.

[128] For this, sample images of photos belonging to each category are collected, and then, from the collected sample images, the confidence degree \( C'_{\text{local}} \) of a local semantic concept is obtained through the same process as described above. Based on this confidence degree, a process of training using an SVM is performed. First, a global semantic concept, that is, a category concept, is expressed as the following equation 16:

[129]

[130]

[131]
\[ L_{\text{global}} = \{ L(g) \mid g \in M_g \} \]

......(16)

[132] where \( L(g) \) is a \( g \)-th category concept and \( N_g \) is the number of category concepts.

[133] SVM_{global} trained in relation to each category concept is expressed as the following equation 17:

\[ SVM_{\text{global}} = \{ SVM_G(C_{\text{local}}) \mid G \in L_{\text{global}} \} \]

......(17)

[137] where \( SVM_G \) is the SVM trained for category concept \( G \). As the input of \( SVM_{\text{global}} \), \( C_{\text{local}} \) that is the confidence degree set of semantic concepts extracted from the divided regions and merged is used.

[138] Next, by using the trained \( SVM_{\text{global}} \), the category concept of the input photo \( I \) is modeled in operation 240. \( C_{\text{local}} \) that is the confidence degree set of local semantic concepts of the input photo is input to an SVM for modeling each category concept, and the confidence degree of each category concept in relation to the input photo \( I \) is obtained. The confidence degree of the modeled category concept \( G \) is expressed as the following equation 18:

\[ C_G = SVM_G(C_{\text{local}}) \]

......(18)

[142] where \( C_G \) is the confidence degree of category concept \( G \). The confidence degree set \( C_{\text{global}} \) of the global category concept obtained based on the method described above is expressed as the following equation 19:
\[ C_{\text{global}} = \{ C_G \mid G \in L_{\text{global}} \} \]

......(19)

[146] The final category concept of the input photo I is determined by selecting a category having the highest confidence degree among the defined confidence degrees of the category concept \( L_{\text{global}} \). The present invention includes a method of selecting a category concept having a highest confidence degree, and a method of selecting a category concept having a confidence degree equal to or greater than a predetermined value.

[147] The method of selecting a category concept having a highest confidence degree is expressed as the following equation 20:

[148]
[149]
[150]

\[ L_{\text{target}} = \arg \max_{G \in L_{\text{global}}} \{ C_G \} \]

......(20)

[151] where \( L_{\text{target}} \) is a category concept finally selected.

[152] The method of selecting a category concept having a confidence degree equal to or greater than a predetermined value is expressed as the following equation 21:

[153]
[154]
[155]

\[ L_{\text{target}} = \arg \{ C_G > C_{\text{th}} \} \]

......(21)

[156] where \( C_{\text{th}} \) is a threshold value of a confidence value to select a final category concept.

[157] FIG. 8 is a relational block diagram illustrating category-based clustering process of a digital photo album according to an embodiment of the present invention as described above.

[158] The present invention can also be embodied as computer readable codes on a computer readable recording medium. The computer readable recording medium is any
data storage device that can store data which can be thereafter read by a computer system. Examples of the computer readable recording medium include read-only memory (ROM), random-access memory (RAM), CD-ROMs, magnetic tapes, floppy disks, and optical data storage devices.

While the present invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to exemplary embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention as defined by the following claims. The preferred embodiments should be considered in descriptive sense only and not for purposes of limitation. Therefore, the scope of the invention is defined not by the detailed description of the invention but by the appended claims, and all differences within the scope will be construed as being included in the present invention.

According to the category-based clustering method and apparatus for a digital photo album according to the present invention, by using together user preference and content-based feature value information, such as color, texture, and shape, from the contents of photos, as well as information that can be basically obtained from photos, such as camera information and file information stored in a camera, a large volume of photos are effectively categorized such that an album can be fast and effectively generated with photo data.
Claims

[1] A clustering method of a digital photo album using region division templates, the method comprising:

- dividing a photo into regions by using region division templates;
- modeling a semantic concept included in a divided region;
- when it is assumed that a measured value indicating the degree that the image of the region includes a semantic concept corresponding to the region is a confidence degree, merging the semantic concepts of respective regions with respect to the confidence degree of the local meaning measured from the modeling;
- modeling a global semantic concept included in the photo by using a final local semantic concept determined after the merging; and
- determining one or more categories included in the input photo according to the confidence degree of the global semantic concept measured from the modeling.

The method of claim 1, wherein the region division templates in the modeling of the semantic concept are expressed by the following equations:

\[ T(1) = \left\{ \frac{w}{4}, \frac{h}{4}, \frac{3w}{4}, \frac{3h}{4} \right\}, \quad T(2) = \left\{ 0, 0, \frac{w}{2}, \frac{h}{2} \right\}, \quad T(3) = \left\{ \frac{w}{2}, 0, \frac{w}{2}, \frac{h}{2} \right\}, \quad T(5) = \left\{ \frac{w}{2}, \frac{h}{2}, w, h \right\}, \]

\[ T(6) = \left\{ 0, w, \frac{h}{2} \right\}, \quad T(7) = \left\{ \frac{w}{2}, 0, \frac{w}{2}, h \right\}, \quad T(8) = \left\{ 0, 0, \frac{w}{2}, h \right\}, \quad T(9) = \left\{ \frac{w}{2}, 0, w, h \right\} \]

\[ T^\prime(10) = \left\{ 0, 0, w, \frac{h}{2} \right\} \]

where \( T \) is the template of a photo, \( w \) is the length of the width of the photo, and \( h \) is the length of the height of the photo.

[2] The method of claim 1, wherein in the modeling of the semantic concept, the semantic concept is modeled by extracting content-based feature values of the photo.

[3] The method of claim 3, wherein the content-based feature values comprise color, texture, and shape information of an image.

[4] The method of claim 1, wherein in the modeling of the semantic concept the semantic concept is composed of an item (\( L_{entity} \)) indicating the entity of a semantic concept included in a photo and an item (\( L_{attribute} \)) indicating the attribute of the entity of the semantic concept.

[5] The method of claim 5, wherein the semantic concept modeling is modeling of the entity concept and the attribute concept of a divided region.
The method of claim 1, wherein in the modeling of the semantic concept, modeling of the local concepts of the input photo in which regions are divided is performed by using a support vector machine (SVM).

The method of claim 7, wherein in the merging of the semantic concepts of respective regions, the confidence degree of each local semantic concept is measured by using one SVM for each defined local semantic concept.

The method of claim 2, wherein in the merging of the semantic concepts of respective regions, based on the confidence degrees of local concepts allocated to 10 regions divided by using the region division templates, local concept confidence degrees of 5 basic regions are merged according to the following equation:

\[
C'_L(T(1)) = \max \left\{ C'_L(T) \mid T \in \{ T(1), T(10) \} \right\},
\]

\[
C'_L(T(2)) = \max \left\{ C'_L(T) \mid T \in \{ T(2), T(6), T(8), T(10) \} \right\},
\]

\[
C'_L(T(3)) = \max \left\{ C'_L(T) \mid T \in \{ T(3), T(6), T(9), T(10) \} \right\},
\]

\[
C'_L(T(4)) = \max \left\{ C'_L(T) \mid T \in \{ T(4), T(7), T(8), T(10) \} \right\},
\]

\[
C'_L(T(5)) = \max \left\{ C'_L(T) \mid T \in \{ T(5), T(7), T(9), T(10) \} \right\},
\]

where T(1), T(2), T(3), T(4), and T(5) indicate basic regions to which final local semantic concepts are allocated, and \( C'_L \) is the confidence degree vector of a region.

The method of claim 9, wherein the confidence degree \( C'_{\text{local}} \) of the local concept obtained after the merging is expressed as the following expression:

\[
C'_{\text{local}} = \left\{ C'_{\text{local}}(T(1)), C'_{\text{local}}(T(2)), C'_{\text{local}}(T(3)), C'_{\text{local}}(T(4)), C'_{\text{local}}(T(5)) \right\},
\]

where, \( C'_{\text{local}}(T) \) is the vector of a confidence degree set in relation to semantic concept \( L_{\text{local}} \) merged in divided region T.

The method of claim 1, wherein in the modeling of the global semantic concept the global concept of the input photo I in which regions are divided is modeled by using an SVM.

The method of claim 11, wherein by using the confidence degree of a local concept as an input, the confidence degree of a global concept is measured.
[13] The method of claim 1, wherein in the determining of the categories a global semantic concept having a highest confidence degree value among the confidence degrees of the global semantic concepts measured from the modeled global semantic concept is determined as the category of the photo.

[14] The method of claim 1, wherein in the determining of the categories global semantic concepts having confidence degree values greater than a predetermined threshold value, among the confidence degrees of the global semantic concepts measured from the modeled global semantic concept are determined as the categories of the photo.

[15] A clustering apparatus of a digital photo album using region division templates, the apparatus comprising:

a region division unit dividing a photo into regions by using region division templates;

a local semantic concept modeling unit modeling a semantic concept included in a divided region;

a local semantic concept merging unit, when it is assumed that a measured value indicating the degree that the image of the region includes a semantic concept corresponding to the region is a confidence degree, merging the semantic concepts of respective regions with respect to the confidence degree of the local meaning measured from the modeling;

a global semantic concept modeling unit modeling a global semantic concept included in the photo by using a final local semantic concept determined after the merging; and

a category determination unit determining one or more categories included in the input photo according to the confidence degree of the global semantic concept measured from the modeling.

[16] The apparatus of claim 15, further comprising a photo input unit receiving an input of photo data for category-based clustering.

[17] The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the local semantic concept modeling unit models the semantic concept by extracting content-based feature values of the photo, and the content-based feature values comprise color, texture, and shape information of an image.

[18] The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the local semantic concept is composed of an item \((L_{\text{entity}})\) indicating the entity of a semantic concept included in a photo and an item \((L_{\text{attribute}})\) indicating the attribute of the entity of the semantic concept.

[19] The apparatus of claim 18, wherein in the semantic concept modeling of the local semantic concept modeling unit, modeling of the local concepts of the input photo in which regions are divided is performed by using a support vector
machine (SVM).

[20] The apparatus of claim 19, wherein in the measuring of a confidence degree by the local semantic concept merging unit, the confidence degree of each local semantic concept is measured by using one SVM for each defined local semantic concept.

[21] The apparatus of claim 15, wherein in the merging of the semantic concepts of the regions, based on the confidence degrees of local concepts allocated to 10 regions divided by using the region division templates, local concept confidence degrees of 5 basic regions are merged according to the following equation:

\[ C'_{\text{local}} (T) = \max \{ C_{\text{local}} (T) | T \in \{ T(1), T(10) \} \}, \]

\[ C'_{\text{local}} (T(2)) = \max \{ C_{\text{local}} (T) | T \in \{ T(2), T(6), T(8), T(10) \} \}, \]

\[ C'_{\text{local}} (T(3)) = \max \{ C_{\text{local}} (T) | T \in \{ T(3), T(6), T(9), T(10) \} \}, \]

\[ C'_{\text{local}} (T(4)) = \max \{ C_{\text{local}} (T) | T \in \{ T(4), T(7), T(8), T(10) \} \}, \]

\[ C'_{\text{local}} (T(5)) = \max \{ C_{\text{local}} (T) | T \in \{ T(5), T(7), T(9), T(10) \} \}, \]

where \( T(1), T(2), T(3), T(4), \) and \( T(5) \) indicate basic regions to which final local semantic concepts are allocated, and \( C_{\text{local}}' \) is the confidence degree vector of a region.

[22] The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the confidence degree \( C'_{\text{local}} \) of the local concept obtained after the merging is expressed as the following expression:

\[ C'_{\text{local}} = \{ C'_{\text{local}} (T(1)), C'_{\text{local}} (T(2)), C'_{\text{local}} (T(3)), C'_{\text{local}} (T(4)), C'_{\text{local}} (T(5)) \} \]

where, \( C'_{\text{local}} (T) \) is the vector of a confidence degree set in relation to semantic concept \( T_{\text{local}} \) merged in divided region \( T \).

[23] The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the global semantic concept modeling unit models the global concept of the input photo I in which regions are divided, by using an SVM.

[24] The apparatus of claim 23, wherein in measuring of the confidence degree of a global concept by the category determination unit, by using the confidence degree of a local concept as an input, the confidence degree of the global concept is measured.
[25] The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the category determination unit determines a global semantic concept having a highest confidence degree value among the confidence degrees of the global semantic concepts measured from the modeled global semantic concept is determined as the category of the photo.

[26] The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the category determination unit determines global semantic concepts having confidence degree values greater than a predetermined threshold value, among the confidence degrees of the global semantic concepts measured from the modeled global semantic concept are determined as the categories of the photo.

[27] A computer readable recording medium having embodied thereon a computer program for executing the method of claim 1.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEMANTIC CONCEPTS</th>
<th>LEXICONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>L_attribute (ATTRIBUTE)</strong></td>
<td><strong>ADVERB</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADJECTIVE</strong></td>
<td>COLOR: REDDISH, GREENISH, BLUISH, YELLOWISH, GRAYISH, WHITISH, COLORFUL (MIXED)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TEXTURE: SMOOTH, ROUGH, WAVE, LATTICED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DIRECTION (EDGE): HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL, 45 DEGREE, 135 DEGREE, NONDIRECTIONAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POSITION: CENTER, LEFT-TOP, LEFT-BOTTOM, RIGHT-TOP, RIGHT-BOTTOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L_entity (ENTITY) (NOUN)</strong></td>
<td>TERRAIN: GRASS, TREE, WOOD, ROCK, SKY, CLOUD, SUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WATERSIDE: RIVER, POND, SEA, FOUNTAIN, UNDERWATER, WATERFALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SUNSET: SKY, SUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SNOWSCAPE: SNOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIGHTSCENE: STREETLIGHT, NEON-SINE, FLASHLIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BUILDING: SKYSCRAPER, STREET, ROAD, PAVEMENT, BRIDGE, STAIRS, BILLBOARD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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